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Who We Are

Scotts Flowers is a family-owned luxury florist based in the heart of New York
City that has been around for over 75 years! We pride ourselves on providing

high-quality bespoke arrangements and unmatched customer service.

The Party Package

Our Party Package is perfect for any event - corporate events, baby/bridal
showers, engagement parties, rehearsal dinners, birthday soirees, or

bar/bat mitzvahs! Mix and match from our various floral arrangements -
centerpieces for the table, tall pieces for the bar, and smaller arrangements

for high boys. We also offer a variety of bud vases for smaller tables.

Pricing & Booking Information

The minimum for any Party Package order is $500. Individual pricing
for our event centerpieces can be found in the following pages.

Delivery is 5% of event subtotal.
Delivery + Setup is 15% of event subtotal.

**Please note that all Party Package orders must be placed one week in
advance. Cancellation within (4) days of your event date will only be

refunded 50% of the product total.**



Standard vs. Luxe Offerings
Scotts Flowers prides itself on providing premium, high-quality flowers for

all of our events. We are so excited to offer an upgraded luxe variant - with a
larger budget, we are able to source even better blooms for your event!

Standard Luxe

Features more novelty flowers,
such as peonies, ranunculus,
anemones, etc. dependent on the
season.
More intricate designs that exude
elegance and sophistication.
Extra care and time is taken
during the design process to
create flawless arrangements. 

Utilizes flowers that are available
year-round such as hydrangea,
roses, and tulips
Less complex design, ideal for
modest settings or events with a
quick turnaround.
Arrangements are still made with
all-premium florals.



Tall Bar Piece (22"H x 16"W)
Standard | $250
Luxe | $350 (shown)
An eye-catching statement piece, perfect for complementing bar ends or as a
central focal point. 



Centerpieces (10" H x 10"W)
Standard | $125

Luxe (shown) | $175
Our centerpieces are exactly that - pieces that create a focal point; best for 60" tables. 



High Top/Cocktail (8"H x 6"W)
Standard | $75
Luxe | $95 (shown)
These petite arrangements are great for high top tables or smaller rounds.



Long and Low Centerpiece (10"H x 16"W)

These longer centerpieces are great for long,
rectangular tables and don't obstruct the view of people
across from you.

Bud Vase (8"H x 3" W)
Standard (shown) | $35

Luxe | $50

A petite accent piece, perfect for nestling
between other arrangements or as centerpieces

on smaller tables and displays.

Standard | $250 (shown)
Luxe | $350



Sample Color Palettes

Jewel TonesSpring Mix Neutrals Blush & Pinks

While we are happy to customize your color palette based on your
event needs, these are our most popular ones! 

Please note that exact flowers will vary with each season.

For spring, in-season florals include:
Roses, ranunculus, tulips, hyacinth, anemones, and orchids.

We’re happy to help you book your event or answer any additional questions!
Please email us at events@scottsflowersnyc.com.

Contact Us


